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Mean-Flow-Multigrid for Implicit
Reynolds-Stress-Model Computations
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The purpose of this work is to develop an efficient and robust multigrid acceleration technique for the computa-
tion of the compressible Favre–Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations with seven-equation Reynolds-stress-
model turbulence closures. The basic monogrid algorithm uses an upwind-biased O(∆x3) flux-vector-split space
discretization with implicit time integration. The discrete system of nonlinear equations is solved by a subitera-
tive procedure, based on a local dual-time-stepping technique, which includes quasi-Newton iteration in the limit
∆t → ∞. Full-approximation scheme sawtooth cycle multigrid is applied on the mean-flow variables only, while
turbulence variables are simply injected into coarser grids. Characteristic-based multigrid is used for the restric-
tion operator. The straightforward extension of the method to lower-level two-equation k–ε closures is described.
Computational examples for various two- and three-dimensional complex flows, including large separation and/or
shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions using different turbulence models, demonstrate that speed-ups of 3 to 4
are obtained, using three levels of multigrid (fine + two coarser grids).

Introduction

W ORK on the careful implementation of full Reynolds-stress
model1 (RSM) seven-equation turbulence closures has con-

tributed to the development of efficient and robust computational
methods for complex compressible flows.2−13 All of these methods
are upwind (or upwind biased) and implicit14 to achieve the desirable
robustness and efficiency. Multigrid15 convergence acceleration is
expected to further enhance computational efficiency.

There is, however, very little published work on multigrid solvers
by using full seven-equation turbulence closures. Demuren16 com-
puted quasi-incompressible flow of multiple three-dimensional
turbulent jets in a crossflow, using an implicit pressure-based14

algorithm, and a full-approximation scheme/full-multigrid15 (FAS-
FMG) technique. The multigrid algorithm was applied on the mean-
flow variables only. The Reynolds-stress-transport equations were
solved on the fine grid only, and the Reynolds stresses were sim-
ply injected into the coarser grids. Lien and Leschziner17 com-
puted incompressible flow over a backward-facing step, also us-
ing a pressure-based14 method, and a FAS technique,15 and ap-
plied multigrid to the turbulence variables also, introducing three
stabilizing measures: 1) the source terms for the turbulence equa-
tions were computed on the fine grid and restricted onto coarser
grids, 2) the coarse-grid corrections for the turbulence variables
were underrelaxed prior to prolongation, and 3) the prolonga-
tion operator is conditioned to ensure positivity, for the variables
that must remain positive (k, ε, u′u′, v′v′, w′w′), by splitting the
coarse-grid corrections into negative and positive parts [e.g., for
the turbulence-kinetic energy �k ← �k(�k + �k+)/(�k − �k−),
where �k, �k+, �k− are the corrections and their positive and
negative parts respectively].

The bulk of the published work on multigrid solvers for the
Favre–Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations with transport
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equations near-wall turbulence closures is concerned with one- or
two-equation closures.18−26 A review of this work indicates that the
multigrid treatment of the source terms is of major concern,18−26

contrary to monogrid methods.10,13,27 The associated problems can
be traced to the fact that the mean-flow (MF) velocity gradi-
ents appearing in the source terms are not satisfactorily computed
on the coarse grids, and this can induce substantial convergence
problems.22,23,26 The usual solution is to compute the mean-flow ve-
locity gradients appearing in the source terms or in their Jacobians
on the fine grid only and to restrict them onto coarser grids.18,22,23,26

These stabilizing measures appear to be independent of the partic-
ular turbulence closure variant1,28,29 used.

Gerolymos18 computed several transonic shock-wave/turbulent-
boundary-layer interactions, with a k–ε model,28 using the multiple-
grid algorithm of Ni30 (based on the centered Lax–Wendroff scheme
with implicit residual smoothing14). The multiple-grid algorithm of
Ni30 is not a FAS multigrid,15 but uses instead second-order changes
to propagate residuals on the coarser grids [in the same way that
the Lax–Wendroff scheme uses second time derivatives to obtain
O(�t2) accuracy14]. As a consequence, the Jacobians of the fluxes
(∂ F�/∂w) and of the source terms (∂S/∂w) are computed on the fine
grid only and then restricted onto coarser grids (volume-weighted
averaging was used as the restriction operator).

Sikonen19 computed two- and three-dimensional flows past air-
foils and wings, with a k–ε model,28 using an implicit upwind
scheme.14 Sikonen19 applied FAS multigrid,31 where 1) the turbu-
lent viscosity was computed only on the finest grid and injected
into coarser grids and 2) the increments of k and ε were strongly
underrelaxed in the prolongation phase.

Liu and Zheng20 computed steady and unsteady32 (by using
dual time stepping33−36) flows past airfoils and cascades, with a
k–ωT model,29 using a centered scheme with implicit residual
smoothing,37 and a staggered finite volume discretization for the
k–ωT model.38 A FAS multigrid39 algorithm was used, and the
k–ωT equations were stabilized by computing the mean-flow ve-
locity gradients appearing in the source terms on the finest grid only
and restricting them onto coarser grids. Park and Kwon40 adapted
the method of Liu and Zheng20 to an implicit time integration and
applied it to flow around airfoils.

Dick and Steelant21 computed zero-pressure-gradient turbulent
boundary layers, using various k–ε models,28 and several im-
plicit upwind methods,41 with a FAS multigrid algorithm. The k–
ε computations were stabilized by using a procedure similar to
Lien and Leschziner,17 combining underrelaxation and positivity
constraints in the prolongation phase of coarse-grid corrections
[�k ← �k(�k + α�k+)/(�k − α�k−); α = 0.3].
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Gerlinger and Brüggemann22 computed several supersonic
flows,22,23,25 by using a

√
k − ωT model,42 with a centered implicit

scheme,31 and a FAS multigrid algorithm.31 Again, the mean-flow
gradients appearing in the source terms of the turbulence transport
equations were computed on the finest grid only and then restricted
onto coarser grids by volume-weighted averaging.

Lambropoulos et al.26 computed transonic two- and three-
dimensional flows past cascades, airfoils and wings, by using a k–ε
model28 and an upwind implicit scheme on unstructured grids, with
FAS agglomeration multigrid.43 The k–ε equations were stabilized
by 1) computing mean-flow velocity gradients on the fine grid only
and restricting them by volume-weighted averaging, 2) restricting
only positive residuals of the turbulence variables onto coarser grids,
and 3) prolongating only positive corrections of the turbulence vari-
ables on the fine grid.

Similar procedures are used by various authors applying multigrid
on one-equation closures.24,26

The preceding remarks apply to nonlinear multigrid methods.44

Linear multigrid, aiming at accelerating the linear system solution
at each iteration by iterative unfactored methods,44 does not re-
quire reevaluation of residuals on coarser grids. Carré45 and Carré
et al.46 has computed transonic flows around airfoils, by using a
k–ε model,28 and an upwind implicit scheme on unstructured grids,
applying linear agglomeration multigrid,43 without any particular
treatment.

Obviously a multigrid procedure applied to the Reynolds-stress-
transport equations should 1) evaluate source terms by using mean-
flow velocity gradients computed on the fine grid and restricted onto
coarser grids and 2) include some procedure limiting restriction
of residuals and/or prolongation of coarse-grid corrections so as
to satisfy positivity of ε and realizability of the Reynolds-stress
tensor.47 This is the subject of ongoing research.

In the present work, this problem is avoided by using a full-
approximation-scheme (FAS) multigrid method for the mean-flow
variables only. Turbulence variables (Reynolds stresses and dissipa-
tion) are updated only on the fine grid and are simply injected into
coarser grids. Several authors16,48−50 have applied this technique
and have in general obtained satisfactory speed-ups. Although it is
possible that this approach can lead to saturation of residuals,24 it
offers several advantages:

1) It avoids redeveloping source treatment approaches when using
the computational method for turbulence model development pur-
poses; in this context, source terms, especially redistribution terms,
are modified between variants,51,52 taking into account the fact that
the derivatives of source terms have quite lengthy expressions for
three-dimensional Reynolds-stress closures,53 recoding them for
each variant can be very time consuming.

2) It avoids storage of source terms or associated gradients on
the fine grid, for use in the restriction phase, which can result
in substantial increase of computer-memory requirements, espe-
cially when using fine multiblock meshes for geometrically complex
applications.54

3) It can be used with any turbulence closure, either one-, two-,
or seven-equation (RSM), without modification, provided that the
appropriate turbulence variables are injected into the coarser grids.

The underlying idea is that turbulence reacts very rapidly to
MF variations through the source terms. (In a full RSM closure
context the production and rapid redistribution terms are the most
important.52) Acceleration of the MF variables also accelerates the
convergence of turbulence variables through the source terms (which
depend on MF gradients).

The present paper describes the development of mean-flow-
multigrid methods used for convergence acceleration of a base-
line implicit solver of the Navier–Stokes equations with near-wall
RSM seven-equation closure.13 (Both the baseline and the multigrid
algorithms can also be used for lower-level one- or two-equation
closures.) To the authors’ knowledge, there has been no other at-
tempt to apply multigrid acceleration techniques for the compress-
ible three-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations with RSM closure.
(The work of Lien and Leschziner17 and of Demuren16 concerned in-
compressible flows.) After a brief description of the flow model and

of the baseline monogrid scheme,13 a FAS-multigrid technique, in
which the mean-flow part of the baseline scheme is applied on each
successively coarser grid, is developed. The method is evaluated
in two-dimensional computations of oblique shock-wave/turbulent-
boundary-layer separated-flow interaction at a MSW ∼ 3 compres-
sion ramp,55,56 for various turbulence models, both two-equation28

and RSM.52 A multiblock extension of the method, using phantom
nodes to transfer information between grid domains,57 is then ap-
plied to the computation of a high-subsonic (inflow Mach number
Mi ∼ 0.6) annular cascade, with large hub corner stall.58,59

Flow Model and Monogrid Flow Solver
Flow Model

The flow is modeled by the compressible Favre–Reynolds-
averaged three-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations,51 coupled to
the six transport equations for the Reynolds stresses and the trans-
port equation for the turbulence-kinetic-energy modified dissipation
rate,51 written symbolically as

∂w

∂t
+ ∂ F�

∂x�

+ S ≡ ∂w

∂t
+ ∂ F x

∂x
+ ∂ F y

∂y
+ ∂ Fz

∂z
+ S = 0 (1)

where

w = [
wT

MF, w
T
RSM

]T = [
[ρ̄, ρ̄ũ, ρ̄ṽ, ρ̄w̃, ρ̄h̆t − p̄];

[ρ̄ũ′′u′′, ρ̄ũ′′v′′, ρ̄ṽ′′v′′, ρ̄ṽ′′w′′, ρ̄w̃′′w′′, ρ̄w̃′′u′′, ρ̄ε∗]
]T ∈ R

12

(2)

is the vector of unknowns, wMF ∈ R
5 is the vector of mean-

flow variables, wRSM ∈ R
7 is the vector of turbulence variables

(Reynolds stresses and dissipation rate), F� ∈ R
12 (F x , F y , Fz) are

the combined convective (FC
� ) and diffusive (viscous; F V

� ) fluxes
(F� = FC

� + F V
� ), S ∈ R

12 are the source terms, t is the time, x�

(x, y, z) are the Cartesian space coordinates, u� (u, v, w) are the ve-
locity components, ρ is the density, p is the pressure, h̆t = h̃ + 1

2 ũi ũi

is the total enthalpy of the mean flow, h is the specific enthalpy,
and ε∗ is the modified28 dissipation rate (ε∗ = ε − 2ν̆[grad(

√
k)]2),

ε is the dissipation rate, k = 1
2 ũ′′

i u′′
i is the turbulence kinetic en-

ergy, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. The symbol (˜) indicates
Favre averaging, (¯) nonweighted averaging, (′′) Favre fluctua-
tions, and (′) nonweighted fluctuations. The symbol (˘) is used
to denote a function of average quantities that is neither a Favre
average nor a nonweighted average. The exact expressions of
the fluxes F� and the source terms S depend on the particular
model used and are given in the corresponding references.10,13,51,52

The numerical method presented is designed to be relatively in-
dependent of the particular RSM closure used and is also ap-
plicable to two-equation closures, as described in the Applica-
tion to Two-Equation Closures section. The monogrid scheme
has been described in detail by Chassaing et al.,13 and only
some basic elements, necessary for the description of the multi-
grid methods developed in the present work, are given in the
following.

Discretization
These equations (1) are discretized on a structured grid using a

finite volume technique with vertex storage.60 The divergence of
convective fluxes ([FC

x , FC
y , FC

z ]T ∈ R
12 ⊗ E

3) is discretized using
the flux-vector-splitting method of Van Leer with O(�x3) mono-
tone upstream-centered scheme for conservation laws (MUSCL)
interpolation and Van Albada limiters.61,62 The divergence of vis-
cous fluxes ([F V

x , F V
y , F V

z ]T ∈ R
12 ⊗ E

3) is discretized using an
O(�x2) stencil.63 Noting (ξ, η, ζ ) the grid directions (i, j, k),
(ξSi ± 1/2, j,k,

η Si, j ± 1/2,k,
ζ Si, j,k ± 1/2) the cell-face areas of the stag-

gered grid cell around the point (i, j, k), and
([

ξ nx ,
ξ ny,

ξ nz

]T

i ± 1
2 , j,k

,
[
ηnx ,

ηny,
ηnz

]T

i, j ± 1
2 ,k

,

[
ζ nx ,

ζ ny,
ζ nz

]T

i, j,k ± 1
2

)
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the corresponding unit normals (positive in the positive grid direc-
tion), the semidiscrete scheme can be written13

dwi, j,k

dt
+ Li, j,k ≡ dwi, j,k

dt

+ 1

Vi, j,k






+ξSi + 1
2 , j,k

ξ F N
i + 1

2 , j,k
−ξSi − 1

2 , j,k
ξ F N

i − 1
2 , j,k

+ηSi, j + 1
2 ,k

η F N
i, j + 1

2 ,k
−ηSi, j − 1

2 ,k
η F N

i, j − 1
2 ,k

+ζSi, j,k + 1
2

ζ F N
i, j,k + 1

2
−ζSi, j,k − 1

2

ζ F N
i, j,k − 1

2






+ Si, j,k
∼= 0 ∀i, j, k (3)

where Vi, j,k is the control volume, F N denotes the numerical fluxes,
and Li, j,k is the discretized form of the space operator [divergence
and source terms; Eq. (3)]. Full details for the discretization are given
in Chassaing et al.13,36 For steady flows, an O(�t) backward-Euler
fully implicit scheme is used, which at iteration level n reads13,36,61,62

n + 1wi, j,k − nwi, j,k

�ti, j,k
+ n + 1Li, j,k

∼= 0 ∀ i, j, k ⇐⇒
n + 1� − n�

��

+ �(n + 1�) ∼= 0 (4)

where

� = [
wT

1,1,1, w
T
1,1,2 . . . , wT

Ni ,N j ,Nk

]T ∈ R
12 × Ni × N j × Nk

and

� = [
LT

1,1,1,LT
1,1,2, . . . ,LT

Ni ,N j ,Nk

]T ∈ R
12 × Ni × N j × Nk

are the global vectors of the unknowns and of the space op-
erators, respectively, and �� = diag[(�t1,1,1)I

12
, (�t1,1,2)I

12
, . . . ,

(�tNi ,N j ,Nk )I
12

] (where I
12

denotes the 12 × 12 identity matrix
and 1/�� ≡ ��−1).

Subiterative Solution of the Nonlinear System
Local Dual Time Stepping

The nonlinear system obtained from the preceding discretization
[Eqs. (4)] for the global vector of unknowns � is solved using a
subiterative approach, based on a local-dual-time-stepping (LDTS)

if






ũ′′2 < 0 ∨ ṽ′′2 < 0 ∨ w̃′′2 < 0 ∨
(ũ′′v′′)2 − ũ′′2ṽ′′2 > 0 ∨ (ṽ′′w′′)2 − ṽ′′2w̃′′2 > 0 ∨ (w̃′′u′′)2 − w̃′′2ũ′′2 > 0 ∨

det[ũ′′
i u′′

j ] < 0 ∨ ε∗ < 0 ∨ �∗
T = k

3
2 ε∗ − 1 > �Tmax





: wRSM ←− 0 (8)

procedure,13 inspired from the corresponding dual-time-stepping
(DTS) approach, which is widely used for time-consistent un-
steady flow computations.33−36 Note that Zhao64 has recently used
a DTS technique for the computation of steady flow with a
low-turbulence Reynolds-number two-equation closure. Introduc-
ing a pseudo time step, �t∗

i, j,k , and the associated diagonal ma-
trix ��∗ = diag[(�t∗

1,1,1)I
12

, (�t∗
1,1,2)I

12
, . . . , (�t∗

Ni ,N j ,Nk
)I

12
], the

local dual-time-stepping procedure pseudo-time marched (subiter-
ation counter m it ≡ m; pseudo time step �t∗) the nonlinear system
[Eqs. (4)] at each iteration (iterations counter nit ≡ n; time step �t)

m + 1,n + 1� − m,n + 1�

��∗ +
m + 1,n + 1� − n�

��
+ �(m + 1,n + 1�) ∼= 0

(5)
which is linearized, by Taylor-expanding �(m + 1,n + 1�), as
m + 1,n + 1� − m,n + 1�

��∗ +
m + 1,n + 1� − n�

��
+ �(m,n + 1�)

+ ∂�J

∂�
(m,n + 1�)[m + 1,n + 1� − m,n + 1�] ∼= 0 (6)

and solved for m + 1,n + 1� − m,n + 1�

[
I + ��∗∗ ∂�J

∂�
(m,n + 1�)

]
[m + 1,n + 1� − m,n + 1�]

∼= −��∗∗
[

m,n + 1� − n�

��
+ �(m,n + 1�)

]

= −��∗∗[R(m,n + 1�, n�, ��)] (7)

where I ∈ R
(12 × Ni × N j × Nk ) × (12 × Ni × N j × Nk ) is the identity matrix,

R(m,n + 1�, n�, ��) = [m,n + 1� − n�]/�� + �(m,n + 1�) is the resid-
ual with space operator computed at m,n + 1� and time derivative eval-
uated between m,n + 1� and n� with time step ��, 1,n + 1� = n� is the
initial value for the subiterations, and ��∗∗ = [I + ��−1��∗]−1��∗.
The Jacobian matrix ∂�J /∂� is an approximation to the exact
Jacobian ∂�/∂�, chosen so as to minimize implicit work for the
turbulence variables.13 To ensure stability at high time steps (��∗),
implicit boundary conditions are applied following the method of
characteristics approach of Chakravarthy,65 which implies appro-
priate modifications of the Jacobians ∂�J /∂� and of the residue R

to conform with boundary conditions.53

Boundary Conditions and Realizability Constraints

At each subiteration [Eqs. (6)] boundary conditions are applied
not only implicitly but also explicitly. This is useful not only because
the linear system [Eq. (7)] is only solved approximately, but also
because in some instances boundary conditions can be nonlocal.66

The explicit application of boundary conditions will be represented
by the operator B(�).

It is quite possible, during the iterations, to obtain Reynolds
stresses that do not satisfy the realizability constraints introduced
by Schumann.47 Such anomalous behavior is systematically checked
for at every subiteration. If the realizability constraints are not sat-
isfied for a given grid point, then all turbulence variables are set to
zero at this grid point:

where �Tmax is a maximum admissible length scale (a characteristic
order-of-magnitude length of the configuration). Divisions by zero
are avoided throughout the code by adding 10−23 to the denominator
[for every fraction b1/b2

∼= b1/(b2 + 10−23)]. These simple realiz-
ability and boundedness fixes (which are completely explicit and as
a consequence easy to implement) were developed in Vallet53 and
were found to stabilize the computations for all of the cases studied
using the monogrid method.13 In subsequent subiterations turbu-
lence builds up again through diffusion from neighboring nodes.
These explicit realizability constraints will be represented by the
operator R(�).

Subiterations
The solution of the linear system [Eq. (7)] required at every subit-

eration m it can be obtained using various methods67 and in general
will be approximate, either because of incomplete convergence of
the iterative method used or because of approximate-factorization
techniques. Describing the approximate inverse operator by the
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subscript APPRX, the m it ≡ m subiteration reads

m + 1,n + 1� = RBR

{
m,n + 1� −

[
I + ��∗∗ ∂�J

∂�
(m,n + 1�)

]−1

APPRX

× ��∗∗[R(m,n + 1�, n�, ��) + F]

}

= mS(m,n + 1�, n�, ��, ��∗, F) (9)

where F ∈ R
(12 × Ni × N j × Nk ) is a forcing source term, which serves

only in the multigrid iteration and which is equal to zero for
the monogrid scheme (F = 0). In the definition of the operator
mS(m,n + 1�, n�, ��, ��∗, F), the variables [m,n + 1�, n�] indicate
the states used to compute the residual R [Eq. (7)]. Using the subit-
eration operator mS [Eq. (9)], it is straightforward to write sym-
bolically the full iteration N(�, CFL, CFL∗, F; Mit), with a fixed
number of subiterations Mit,{

do m it = 1, Mit, 1; m ≡ m it; m + 1,n + 1�

= mS(m,n + 1�, n�, ��, ��∗, F); end do
}

⇐⇒ n + 1� ≡ Mit + 1,n + 1� = N
(

n�, CFL, CFL∗, F; Mit

)
(10)

or the full iteration N(�, CFL, CFL∗, F; rOBJ) with the number of
subiterations fixed dynamically to obtain a given level of error re-
duction (tolerance) of the increment rMF (Ref. 13):
{

do m it while [rMF ≥ rOBJ]; m ≡ m it; m + 1,n + 1�

= S(m,n + 1�, n�, ��, ��∗, F); end do
}

⇐⇒ n + 1� ≡ rOBJ,n + 1� = N
(

n�, CFL, CFL∗, F; rOBJ

)
(11)

In both cases [Eqs. (10) and (11)] the subiterations are initialized
by 1,n + 1� = n�.

There are at this stage two levels of approximation, approximate
Jacobians (choice of �J ) and approximate inversion {choice of the
method of solution of the linear system [Eq. (7)]} which can intro-
duce different variants of the method. The particular approximations
used in the present work were those described in Chassaing et al.13

The method could be further enhanced by using 1) a better approx-
imate factorization technique67,68 or an unfactored linear system
solver24,41,44 and 2) by including a complete defect correction term
in the nonlinear subiteration.69

Convergence Monitoring and Time Stepping
The local time step is based on a combined convective (Courant)

and viscous [von Neumann (VNN)] criterion10

�ti, j,k = min
{

CFL
{
�g

/[
Ṽ + ă

√
1 + 5

6 (γ − 1)M2
T

]}
,

VNN�2
g

/(
2νeq

)}

νeq = max
{

4
3 (ν̆ + νT ), [(γ − 1)/(ρ̄Rg)](κ̆ + κT )

}
(12)

where �g is the grid-cell size, Ṽ is the flow velocity, ă is the sound ve-
locity, νeq is the equivalent diffusivity,70 ν̆ is the molecular kinematic
viscosity, κ̆ is the molecular heat conductivity, MT = √

(2k ă−2) is
the turbulence Mach number, and the eddy viscosity νT and eddy
conductivity κT are those of the Launder–Sharma k–ε model.28 This
relation [Eq. (12)] is used both for the physical time step (�ti, j,k ,
CFL, VNN) and for the dual pseudo time step (�t∗

i, j,k , CFL∗, VNN∗).
The parameters controlling the numerical scheme (time inte-

gration) are the CFL numbers (CFL for the time step and CFL∗

for the dual pseudo time step, assuming that VNN = CFL and
VNN∗ = CFL∗) and the number of subiterations performed at each
iteration Mit(nit). This number can be either fixed by the user
[Eqs. (10)], or chosen dynamically based on a convergence cri-
terion for the subiterations [Eqs. (11)]. The relative variation of the

mean-flow error eMF is monitored using the following error, L2,
pseudonorm13:

eMF[�MF, ��MF] = log10

×
√

1

5

{∑
[�ρ̄]2

∑
[ρ̄]2

+
∑

[�(ρ̄ũi )�(ρ̄ũi )]∑
[ρ̄ũi ρ̄ũi ]

+
∑

[�(ρ̄h̆t − p̄)]2

∑
[ρ̄h̆t − p̄]2

}

(13)

where
∑

implies summation over all of the grid nodes, and the
summation convention for the Cartesian indices i, j = 1, 2, 3 is used.
A similar relation13 is used for the relative variation of turbulence
variables eRSM. These quantities eMF and eRSM define approximately
the number of digits to which the computation is converged. They are
used to define the subiterative convergence of the increment by the
error reduction between subiterations [m, n + 1] and [m + 1, n + 1]
[Eqs. (9–11)]

rMF(m + 1, n + 1) = log10

{
10[eMF(m + 1,n + 1)] − 10[eMF(m,n + 1)]

10[eMF(m,n + 1)]

}

eMF(m + 1, n + 1) ≡ eMF

[
n�MF,

m + 1,n + 1�MF − n�MF

]
(14)

The time-integration scheme is therefore defined by the triplet [CFL,
CFL∗; Mit, rOBJ], where either Mit or rOBJ is specified.

Quasi-Newton Solver
The local dual-time-stepping method contains in the limit

CFL → ∞ the quasi-Newton iteration, obtained by letting �t → ∞
[Eqs. (4–7)]

n + 1Li, j,k
∼= 0 ∀ i, j, k ⇐⇒ �(n + 1�) ∼= 0 (15)

m + 1,n + 1� − m,n + 1�

��∗ + �(m + 1,n + 1�) ∼= 0 (16)

which is linearized, by Taylor-expanding �(m + 1,n + 1�), as

m + 1,n + 1� − m,n + 1�

��∗ + �(m,n + 1�) + ∂�J

∂�
(m,n + 1�)

× [m + 1,n + 1� − m,n + 1�] ∼= 0 (17)

and solved for m + 1,n + 1� − m,n + 1�
[
I + ��∗∗ ∂�J

∂�
(m,n + 1�)

]
[m + 1,n + 1� − m,n + 1�]

∼= −��∗∗[�(m,n + 1�)], ��∗∗ = ��∗ (18)

The prefix “quasi” is added because approximate Jacobians are used
in the iterative procedure. In the same way as the local dual-time-
stepping approach [Eqs. (4–7)], the quasi-Newton time integration
is characterized by the triplet [CFL = ∞, CFL∗; Mit, rOBJ], where
either Mit or rOBJ is specified. Note also that the simple alternating
directions implicit approximate factorization (ADI-AF) integration
without subiterations10,61,62,67 is recovered by setting [CFL, CFL∗;
Mit, rOBJ] = [∞, CFL∗; 1, −]. This approach will not be used here
because, although it will converge quite satisfactorily in many prac-
tical applications,10,54 Chassaing et al.13 have shown that subitera-
tions are necessary to avoid limit-cycle oscillations when computing
flows with large separation.

Multigrid Algorithm
Mean-Flow Multigrid and Operators

The multigrid algorithm is applied to the mean-flow variables �MF

only. Turbulence variables �RSM are simply injected into coarser
grids and are only updated on the fine grid (no multigrid increments
for the turbulence variables).
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To this purpose, it is useful to define a mean-flow subiteration
operator mSMF([m,n + 1�MF,

n�RSM], n�, ��, ��∗, FMF), analogous
to the subiteration operator mS(m,n + 1�, n�, ��, ��∗, F) [Eq. (9)]:

m + 1,n + 1�MF = BMF

{
m,n + 1�MF

−
[
I + ��∗∗ ∂�J

MF

∂�MF

([
m,n + 1�MF,

n�RSM

])]−1

APPRX

× ��∗∗[
RMF

([
m,n + 1�MF,

n�RSM

]
, n�

) + FMF

]}

≡ mSMF

([
m,n + 1�MF,

n�RSM

]
, n�MF, ��, ��∗, FMF

)
(19)

where �MF and �J
MF are the mean-flow equations space operator and

the approximate space operator used for the Jacobians, and

RMF

([
m,n + 1�MF,

n�RSM

]
, n�, ��

)

=
[

m,n + 1�MF − n�MF

��
+ �MF

([
m,n + 1�MF,

n�RSM

])]
(20)

Full-iteration mean-flow operators NMF([�MF, �RSM], CFL, CFL∗,
FMF; rOBJ) and NMF([�MF, �RSM], CFL, CFL∗, FMF; Mit) are then
defined in the same way as N [Eqs. (10) and (11)]:
{

do m it = 1, Mit, 1; m ≡ m it; m + 1,n + 1�MF

= mSMF

([
m,n + 1�MF,

n�RSM

]
, n�MF, ��, ��∗, F

)
, end do

}

⇐⇒ n + 1�MF ≡ Mit + 1,n + 1�MF

= NMF

(
n�, CFL, CFL∗, F; Mit

)
(21)

{
do m it while [rMF ≥ rOBJ]; m ≡ m it; m + 1,n + 1�MF

= SMF

([
m,n + 1�MF, �RSM

]
, n�MF, ��, ��∗, F

); end do
}

⇐⇒ n + 1�MF ≡ rOBJ,n + 1�MF

= NMF

(
n�, CFL, CFL∗, F; rOBJ

)
(22)

Restriction and Prolongation for Characteristic Multigrid
Leclercq and Stoufflet71 have shown that, for a procedure with

two levels of multigrid (fine + 1 coarse grid) with an upwind basic
monogrid scheme, the upwind character of the scheme must be
preserved in the multigrid procedure. This is obtained by respecting
in the restriction (transfer from fine to coarse grid) operator for
the residuals T2h

R;h the direction of propagation along characteristics
(hence the term characteristic multigrid71), while using a geometric
prolongation (interpolation from coarse to fine grid) operator for the
increments Ih

2h . The restriction operator for the variables T2h
R;h is a

simple injection operator.71 Leclercq and Stoufflet71 developed their
method for two arbitrarily nested unstructured grids. This algorithm
is transposed in the present work to a structured grid, with the usual
approach of obtaining coarser grids by omitting every other point,
in each direction, of the finer grid.30,39 These progressively coarser
grids will be denoted Gh , G2h , G4h , . . . (�GRD = 1, 2, 3, . . .).

The restriction (transfer from fine to coarse grid) operator, for the
flow-variables T2h

R;h , is a simple injection operator

�2h = T2h
�;h[�h]

⇐⇒ w2h(i2h, j2h, k2h︸ ︷︷ ︸
n2h

) = wh(ih, jh, kh︸ ︷︷ ︸
nh

)

×






∀ ih = 1 + 2(i2h − 1), i2h = 1, 2, . . . , Ni2h

∀ jh = 1 + 2( j2h − 1), j2h = 1, 2, . . . , N j2h

∀ kh = 1 + 2(k2h − 1), k2h = 1, 2, . . . , Nk2h (23)

Fig. 1 Typical grid element illustrating the fine-grid neighbors n′
h

of the coarse-grid point n2h ≡ nh and the vector ed , used in the con-
struction of the matrix Φ [Eqs. (26–30)] of the characteristic multigrid
restriction.71

The restriction (transfer from fine to coarse grid) operator, for the
residuals and forcing terms, is the characteristic-transfer operator,
introduced by Leclercq and Stoufflet.71 The procedure is based on
information propagation along characteristics. A coarse-grid point
n2h = [i2h, j2h, k2h] ∈G2h receives information from the correspond-
ing point nh = [ih, jh, kh] ∈Gh [Eqs. (23)] and from the neighbor-
ing 26 points belonging to the eight Gh bricks having nh as vertex
(Fig. 1). These points will be denoted n′

h ∈Mh(n2h), with Mh(n2h)
the set

Mh(n2h) = Mh1(n2h) ∪ Mh2(n2h) ∪ Mh3(n2h)

= {[ih ± 1, jh, kh], [ih, jh ± 1, kh], [ih, jh, kh ± 1]}
∪ {[ih ± 1, jh ± 1, kh], [ih, jh ± 1, kh ± 1],

[ih ± 1, jh, kh ± 1]} ∪ {[ih ± 1, jh ± 1, kh ± 1]} (24)

For the present structured grid implementation, this operator can be
written as

r2h = T2h
R;h[rh]

⇐⇒ r 2h(n2h) = 1

8
r h(nh) +

∑

n′
h

∈Mh (n2h )

{α(n′
h)�(n2h, n′

h)r h(n
′
h)}

×






α(n′
h) = 1

16
, n′

h ∈ Mh1(n2h)

α(n′
h) = 1

32
, n′

h ∈ Mh2(n2h)

α(n′
h) = 1

64
, n′

h ∈ Mh3(n2h) (25)

The purpose of matrix� ∈ R
5 × 5 is to inhibit propagation of informa-

tion in the wrong direction, along characteristics.71 If � = I
5
, then

the preceding restriction operator corresponds to simple centered
collection of residuals (volume averaging on a uniform grid).30,39,49

Instead, the matrix � = [P � P−1] is used. The matrices P , P−1

are defined so as to diagonalize the Jacobian matrix of the inviscid
fluxes along the direction ed of the distance x(n2h) − x(n′

h). These
matrices exist because of the hyperbolicity of the unsteady Euler
equations and can be easily computed following Warming et al.,72

who studied the diagonalization of flux Jacobians, both for conser-
vative and nonconservative variables:

A
d
(n′

h) = ∂ FC
d

∂w
= [

P � P−1
]

(26)

FC
d = [ρ̄ũd , ρ̄ũũd + p̄dx , ρ̄ṽũd + p̄dy, ρ̄w̃ũd + p̄dz, ρ̄ũd h̆t ]

T

ed = x(n2h) − x(n′
h)

|x(n2h) − x(n′
h)|

(27)
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� = diag{ũd + ă, ũd , ũd , ũd , ũd − ă}

≡ diag{λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5} (28)

where ud = V · ed is the velocity component along ed (Fig. 1). The
product P−1r decomposes the residual to wave amplitudes along the
characteristic directions.66 If, for a given line of the diagonal matrix
of eigenvalues � = diag{λi ; i = 1, . . . , 5}, λi ≥ 0, information cor-
responding to [P−1r ]i propagates from point n′

h toward point n2h

and should be retained. On the other hand, if λi < 0, information
does not propagate from point n′

h toward point n2h and should be
discarded. This is easily achieved by defining the matrix

� = 1
2 {I

5
+ diag[sgn(ũd + ă), sgn(ũd),

sgn(ũd), sgn(ũd), sgn(ũd − ă)]} (29)

whose diagonal entries are either 1 (λi > 0) or 0 (λi < 0). The choice

� = [P � P−1] (30)

has the desired property, when premultiplying r , to initially trans-
form to wave strengths (P−1r ), then cut off information that would
be propagated in the wrong direction (� P−1r ) and finally trans-
form back to conservative residuals transmitted from point n′

h toward
point n2h(� r ). In the original paper by Leclercq and Stoufflet,71 the
matrix � was further modified to ensure conservation (this requires a
dynamic rescalling of �. Numerical experiments, both with the orig-
inal formulation71 and with the present expression [Eqs. (30)], which
does not preserve conservation, indicated that ensuring conservation
for the restriction operator was not necessary. Furthermore, using
the original conservative formulation induced premature saturation
of residuals and delayed convergence. All of the results presented
in this paper use the preceding form of � [Eq. (30)].

Finally, the prolongation (interpolation from coarse to fine grid)
operator, for the increments ��, Ih

2h is a standard geometric trilinear
interpolation operator, used by many authors.30,39,49

Multigrid Algorithm
The multigrid algorithm is a standard FAS method, based on a

fixed sawtooth cycle, with appropriate forcing terms.31,39 Noting
Gh , G2h , G4h , the fine and successively coarser grids, the multigrid
algorithm can be written, for three levels of multigrid (LGRD = 3),
as follows.

Compute on Gh :

�h = n�, Fh = 0, �h = Nh(�h, CFL, CFL∗, Fh, rOBJ)
(31)

Transfer to G2h :

{
�2h = T2h

�;h[�h]

FMF2h = T2h
R;h[�MFh (�h)] − �MF2h (�2h) (32)

Compute on G2h :

{
�MF2h = NMF2h (�2h, CFL, CFL∗, F2h, rOBJ)

�RSM2h = �RSM2h = T2h
�;h[�RSMh ] (33)

Transfer to G4h :

{
�4h = T4h

�;2h[�2h]

FMF4h = T4h
R;2h[�MF2h (�2h) + FMF2h ] − �MF4h (�4h) (34)

Compute on G4h :

{
�MF4h = NMF4h (�4h, CFL, CFL∗, FMF4h , rOBJ)

�RSM4h = �RSM4h = T4h
�;2h[�RSM2h ] (35)

Interpolation:

n + 1� = Bh

{
�h + Ih

2h[�2h − �2h] + Ih
2hI2h

4h [�4h − �4h]
}

(36)

In these relations �, �, and F are internal variables and were not
superscripted. The variables �h , �2h , and �4h are initial values, at the
beginning of the computation on the corresponding grid. (They are
obtained by restriction from the immediately finer grid.) The vari-
ables �h , �2h , and �4h are final values, obtained on the correspond-
ing grid from the application of the full iteration N. The quantities
Fh ≡ 0, FMF2h , and FMF4h are the forcing terms on the corresponding
grids, ensuring that the procedure is driven by the fine-grid residu-
als, so that the multigrid results are exactly the same as those of a
monogrid computation. For a higher number of grids, the G4h step
would be repeated on G8h .

The algorithm has been successfully applied for flows up to
M = 3, with three levels of multigrid (fine + 2 coarser grids). Run-
ning with four levels of multigrid was successful for M < 2 but not
for M = 3. At high Mach numbers, some damping of the residuals in
the restriction operator is necessary, as has been shown by Gerlinger
and coworkers23,25 and Radespiel and Swanson.73

Application to Two-Equation Closures
The just presented monogrid and multigrid algorithms are read-

ily applicable to any transport-equations turbulence model. For all
mean-flow gradient-based models, such as one- or two-equation
closures, whether they use a linear Boussinesq relation or nonlin-
ear closures,29,74 the turbulence variables that are injected into the
coarser grids are not the Reynolds stresses, but the turbulence ve-
locity and timescales, such as k–ε or k–ωT or νT .

The Reynolds stresses, on the coarser grid, are recomputed in the
space operator �MF2h using the mean-flow gradients evaluated on
the coarse grid. For a k–ε linear Boussinesq closure, this operation
reads

[ρ̄ũ′′
i u′′

j ]2h = 2

3
ρkhδi j − [µT ]h

[
∂ ũi

∂x j
+ ∂ ũ j

∂xi
− 2

3

∂ ũ�

∂x�

]

2h

[ρ̄ũ′′
i u′′

j ]4h = 2

3
ρkhδi j − [µT ]h

[
∂ ũi

∂x j
+ ∂ ũ j

∂xi
− 2

3

∂ ũ�

∂x�

]

4h

(37)

[ρ̄h̃′′u′′
i ]2h = [κT ]h

[
∂ T̃

∂xi

]

2h

,
[
ρ̄h̃′′u′′

i

]
4h

= [κT ]h

[
∂ T̃

∂xi

]

4h

(38)

When using a k–ε model, it is necessary to use the preceding re-
lations to obtain with the multigrid algorithm the same results as
with the monogrid algorithm. Incidentally, the relation for the heat
fluxes [Eqs. (38)] is also used in the Reynolds-stress closure. On
the contrary, when using a seven-equation RSM closure, Reynolds
stresses are simply injected from the fine grid:

[ρ̄ũ′′
i u′′

j ]2h = [ρ̄ũ′′
i u′′

j ]h, [ρ̄ũ′′
i u′′

j ]4h = [ρ̄ũ′′
i u′′

j ]h (39)

Results
Configurations Studied

To assess the independence of multigrid convergence accelera-
tion on the particular turbulence model used, results are system-
atically presented using three different near-wall low-turbulence
Reynolds-number closures: 1) the widely used Launder–Sharma28

two-equation k–ε (denoted LS k–ε), which is known to underesti-
mate separation,10,18,52,75 2) the wall-topology-independent (wall-
normal-free) Gerolymos–Vallet51 seven-equation RSM (denoted
GV RSM), which slightly overpredicts separation,52,75 and 3) the
wall-normal-free version52 of the Launder–Shima–Sharma10 seven-
equation RSM (denoted WNF–LSS RSM), developed in Gerolymos
et al.,52 which slightly underpredicts separation.
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Fig. 2 Convergence of mean-flow error eMF, as a function of the number of iterations nit and of CPU time (for a 2-Gflop sustained performance),
using monogrid (LGRD = 1) and multigrid (LGRD = 3) algorithms, for the αc = 24 deg compression-ramp interaction of Settles et al.55 and Dolling
and Murphy56 [M∞ = 2.85, Reδ0 = 1.33 ×× 106; iso-Machs computed with the GV (Ref. 51) RSM; comparison of wall-pressure distributions with
experimental measurements; 401 ×× 201 grid A (Ref. 75) using the GV (Ref. 51) and WNF–LSS (Ref. 52) wall-normal-free RSMs, and the Launder–
Sharma28 k–ε model, with an LDTS integration strategy ([CFL, CFL∗; Mit, rOBJ] = [100, 10; 4,−−]).

The proposed multigrid strategy was evaluated by computing
two different configurations: 1) a compression-ramp configuration
(MSW = 2.85, αc = �ϑSW = 24 deg, Reθ0 = 8 × 104) studied experi-
mentally by Settles el al.55 and Dolling and Murphy56 for which two-
dimensional computations are presented, and 2) a high-subsonic
(inflow Mach number Mi ∼ 0.6) annular cascade, with large sep-
aration, studied experimentally by Doukelis et al.,58,59 for which
three-dimensional multidomain computations are presented.

M = 2.85 Compression Ramp
A first evaluation of the multigrid method is performed for a

M∞ = 2.85 oblique-shock-wave/turbulent-boundary-layer interac-
tion, on a αc = 24 deg compression ramp, studied experimentally
by Settles et al.55 and Dolling and Murphy56 An extended separa-
tion is observed (Fig. 2), inducing a substantial upstream influence
of the interaction, which is clearly visible in the wall-pressure dis-

tribution (Fig. 2). The authors75 have computed this configuration
using a monogrid algorithm13 and have presented systematic com-
parisons with available experimental measurements.75 This previous
work75 includes a careful grid-convergence study, which indicates
that a 401 × 201 (grid A in Gerolymos–Sauret–Vallet75) computa-
tional grid gives satisfactory results (although not completely grid
converged).

Computations using the two wall-normal-free RSMs [GV
(Ref. 51) RSM and WNF–LSS (Ref. 52) RSM] and the LS
(Ref. 28) k–ε model were run with a LDTS ([CFL, CFL∗;
Mit, rOBJ] = [100, 10; 4, −]) integration strategy, both in monogrid
mode and with three levels of multigrid (LGRD = 3; fine + 2 coarser
grids). The monogrid convergence (Fig. 2) is slower for the GV
(Ref. 51) RSM, which predicts, in accordance with measurements,
large separation, and faster with the WNF–LSS (Ref. 52) RSM and
the LS (Ref. 28) k–ε models, which underestimate separation. This
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Fig. 3 Convergence of mean-flow error eMF and of turbulence-variables error eRSM, as a function of the number of iterations nit and of CPU time (for
a 2-Gflop sustained performance), using monogrid (LGRD = 1) and multigrid (LGRD = 3) algorithms, for the αc = 24 deg compression-ramp interaction
of Settles et al.55 and Dolling and Murphy56 [M∞ = 2.85, Reδ0 = 1.33 ×× 106; 401 ×× 201 grid A (Ref. 75) using the GV (Ref. 51) and WNF–LSS (Ref. 52)
wall-normal-free RSMs, and the Launder–Sharma28 k–ε model, with a quasi-Newton integration strategy ([CFL, CFL∗; Mit, rOBJ] = [∞, 10; −−,−−1]).

is because of the higher complexity of the separated flow structure
and the stronger shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction, which is
predicted (in accordance with measurements) by the GV (Ref. 51)
RSM. Multigrid computations (Fig. 2) are substantially faster for
all of the three turbulence closures used, with speed-ups of ∼4
(3.8–4.5 depending on the turbulence model used). Multigrid and
monogrid results are of course identical. Although the time to con-
vergence is turbulence model dependent (the better the agreement
of the model with the experimentally determined complex flow
structure the largest the time to convergence), the relative speed-up
of the various multigrid strategies is reasonably turbulence model
independent.

Computations were also run using a more aggressive
quasi-Newton ([CFL, CFL∗; Mit, rOBJ] = [∞, 10; −, −2]) integra-
tion strategy (Fig. 3), where a two orders-of-magnitude convergence
reduction was required for the increments (rOBJ = −2). Naturally the
quasi-Newton strategy exhibits faster convergence (Fig. 3) than the
corresponding computations with the LDTS strategy (Fig. 2). Again,
a speed-up of ∼4 is obtained using three levels of multigrid (Fig. 3).
Examination of the convergence of the turbulence variables eRSM

indicates (Fig. 3) a behavior very similar to the mean-flow variables
eRSM.

Multidomain Implementation and Subsonic Annular Cascade Flow
For realistic practical applications it is necessary to use multi-

block grids.76 In the approach followed by the authors, informa-
tion is exchanged between blocks (Fig. 4) using a phantom-nodes
technique.57 For monogrid applications NPH = 5 phantom nodes
were used, so as to be able to apply simple no-change implicit
boundary conditions65 at the phantom boundary, without contami-
nating the solution. A typical example is the computation of three-
dimensional flow through an annular subsonic stator (nonrotating)
cascade, which was studied experimentally by Doukelis et al.,59

and served as a test case for the development of the basic mono-
grid scheme with RSM closure.13 The flow is characterized by a
large hub corner stall, creating a large recirculating flow region.
The associated blockage induces negative flow turning near the hub
(Fig. 5). Previous studies54 have highlighted the superiority of RSM
closures in predicting this flow, compared to two-equation models
(Fig. 5).
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Fig. 4 View of three-dimensional computational grid, at midspan, for the National Technical University of Athens (NTUA) annular cascade,59 and
grid domains (in red) with phantom nodes (in blue), at midspan, for the fine (�GRD = 1) and coarser grids (�GRD = 2,3), illustrating that grid-domain
corners (iU1 , iU2 , iD1 , iD2 ) belong to the entire sequence of grids (Gh, G2h, G4h).

The computational grid is an H–O–H three-block grid (Fig. 4),
generated biharmonically.77 To apply the multigrid strategy just
described, the number of phantom nodes was increased to
NPH = 8 = 23, which allows multigrid coarsening for three levels of
multigrid (LGRD = 3). It is also necessary to built the fine grid so as
to ensure block connectivity of the coarser grids. To this purpose, it
is necessary that the corners of the computational grid boundaries77

belong to the entire multigrid sequence of progressively coarser
grids Gh , G2h , and G4h . The grid-generation module adjusts the cor-
responding grid points77 (Fig. 4) to

iU1 − 1 ∝ 2LGRD − 1, iU2 − 1 ∝ 2LGRD − 1

iD1 − 1 ∝ 2LGRD − 1, iD2 − 1 ∝ 2LGRD − 1 (40)

in the same way as the number of grid-points (Ni , N j , Nk) for
each grid-block. In this way the interfaces between grid-blocks are
defined on the entire multigrid sequence of grids (Fig. 4).

For this configuration, computations using the three differ-
ent turbulent closures were run on a 2.75 × 106 H–O–H grid
(grid DE in Chassaing et al.13), both in monogrid (LGRD = 1)
and multigrid mode (LGRD = 3). Considering the convergence of
mass flow at the cascade inlet ṁi as a function of CPU time, us-
ing a LDTS ([CFL, CFL∗, Mit; rOBJ] = [100, 10; −, −1]) integra-
tion strategy, indicates that a speed-up of ∼3 is obtained for all
three models (Fig. 5). Analogous results are obtained by using a
quasi-Newton ([CFL, CFL∗, Mit; rOBJ] = [∞, 10; −, −2]) integra-
tion strategy (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 5 Convergence of mass flow at cascade inlet ṁi (kgs−−1) as function of the number of iterations nit and CPU time (for a 2-Gflop sustained perfor-
mance), using monogrid (LGRD = 1) and multigrid (LGRD = 2,3) algorithms, for the NTUA annular cascade59 [ṁ = 13.2 kg s−−1; Tui = 4%; �Ti = 0.04 m;
2.75 ×× 106 grid DE (Ref. 13); Mach contours computed with the GV (Ref. 51) RSM, and comparison of measured59 and computed spanwise [ς] distri-
butions of pitchwise-averaged flow angle αMo and pitchwise-averaged total pressure ptMo

at the outlet of the cascade; the xRθ frame on the iso-Machs
is located at the x = ++0.15 m outlet station], using the GV (Ref. 51) and WNF–LSS (Ref. 52) wall-normal-free RSMs, and the Launder–Sharma28 k–ε
model, and an LDTS iteration strategy ([CFL, CFL∗, Mit; rOBJ] = [100, 10; −−,−−1]).

Fig. 6 Convergence of mass flow at cascade inlet ṁi (kgs−−1) as function of the number of iterations nit and CPU time (for a 2-Gflop sustained
performance), using monogrid (LGRD = 1) and multigrid (LGRD = 3) algorithms, for the NTUA annular cascade59 [ṁ = 13.2 kg s−1; Tui = 4%;�Ti = 0.04 m;
2.75 ×× 106 grid DE (Ref. 13)], using the GV (Ref. 51) and WNF–LSS (Ref. 52) wall-normal-free RSMs, and the Launder–Sharma28 k–ε model, and
a quasi-Newton iteration strategy ([CFL, CFL∗, Mit; rOBJ] = [∞, 10; −−,−−2]).
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Conclusions
In the present paper the acceleration of three-dimensional

compressible Navier–Stokes computations with advanced seven-
equation Reynolds-stress model (RSM) turbulence closures, by ap-
plying multigrid to the mean-flow variables only, is examined with
the following conclusions:

1) Based on an implicit upwind-biased O(�x3) basic monogrid
scheme, a sawtooth-cycle FAS multigrid was applied to the mean-
flow variables only, using characteristic multigrid for the restriction
operator, to maintain the upwind character of the baseline scheme.
The Reynolds stresses were computed on the finest grid only and
were simply injected into progressively coarser grids. This tech-
nique minimizes the complexity of source terms treatment during
the multigrid sequence.

2) The technique was also applied for two-equation k–ε models,
by injecting k and ε into progressively coarser grids, and recom-
puting Reynolds stresses and heat fluxes using mean-flow gradients
evaluated on the coarse grid. This is necessary, both for stability and
for ensuring that multigrid and monogrid results are identical. Note
that turbulence heat fluxes are evaluated in this way for the RSM
computations also, where a gradient heat-flux-model was used.

3) Tests on various two- and three-dimensional configurations
over a wide range on Mach numbers (0–3), including complex
three-dimensional flows with large separation and multiblock grids,
demonstrate that this simple multigrid augmentation achieves speed-
ups of 3–4, using three levels of multigrid (fine + 2 coarser grids).
This speed-up is obtained both with seven-equation RSM and with
two-equation closures and is reasonably turbulence model indepen-
dent.

4) Results computed using the present mean-flow multigrid tech-
nique were invariably identical to those obtained by monogrid cal-
culations. The mean-flow multigrid technique is very robust and, in
contradiction with some previous reports in the literature, has suc-
cessfully accelerated the computations for all of the tests studied by
the authors.

Further work should concentrate on efficient multigrid techniques
to include the turbulence variables in the multigrid procedure, based
on the guidelines stated in the Introduction.
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